
One-of-a-Kind Equine Sports Medicine Fellowship  
 
Kleider Veterinary Services, located in the beautiful and diverse Vancouver, British 
Columbia, Canada area, is seeking a highly motivated veterinarian with a passion 
for Sports Medicine, Lameness and Surgery to join our team of ISELP-certified 
veterinarians for a 12 to 18 month fellowship. 
 
This unique opportunity will allow a motivated professional to gain invaluable 
experience with exposure to both the ambulatory and elective surgical 
components of equine practice.   You will be spending time on the road visiting 
both high-performance and recreational clients and patients, learning about 
general veterinary practice including dentistry, as well as applied lameness 
diagnosis, diagnostics, and treatment.  You will also be assisting with anesthesia 
and surgical procedures, working with an innovative sport horse medicine group 
who have a passion for teaching and mentorship.  Your emergency skills will be 
kept sharp with participation in our after-hours on-call rotation.  This fellowship is 
special and will help prepare you for your future. 
 
This position offers live-in accommodation as well as a salary and health and 
dental benefits.  Beautiful British Columbia awaits your arrival, boasting world-
class outdoor recreational opportunities from the ocean to the mountains and 
everything in between, as well as all the benefits of a diverse, multicultural 
population and vibrant culture.  The practice is located minutes from the world-
famous Thunderbird Show Park and is close to the USA border, with Seattle WA 
just a couple of hours’ drive away. 
 
Visit our website at https://www.kleidervet.com/ for more information on our 
practice and veterinarians.   
 
If you are a recent graduate of an accredited DVM program or a younger 
veterinarian just out of an internship and you are looking for an opportunity to 
jump-start your career, please send a resume (CV) along with cover letter to Katie 
Ardeline  at  kardeline@oculusinsights.net .     
 
We look forward to an initial phone interview and meeting you in person.  Our 
doctors and management team will be attending the upcoming AAEP convention 
in December in San Francisco and are available to meet during that time.   
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